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The two of them exchanged a look of thankfulness with one another. They were thankful they met a warrior at the peak. If it had

been anyone else, there would have been no way to defeat the Blizzard Wolf.

The two of them expressed their gratitude, but Jack shook his head and waved it off. He only helped them because they seemed

to be good people. If they had not tried to warn him, he would not have bothered fighting.

Jack turned to shoot a look at Lourain, and Lourain nodded before he said a few words. They were not planning on wasting any

time and continued to go deeper into the Hunting Plains.

They had just taken two steps forward when Cavill suddenly called out with an inquisitive tone, "Sir! Could you be... Jack?!"

When he asked that question, his tone was incredibly careful. He was worried he would anger Jack and end up losing his life.

He had heard a lot about Jack, and there were not many warriors at the peak in the first place. He quickly managed to guess

Jack's identity.

Jack stopped and turned to look at Cavill. His expression was completely calm.

Cavill took a deep breath, seemingly mulling over something.

It did not take him that long before he clenched his teeth and said with determination, "I have something I want to tell you."

Jack motioned for Cavill to continue, and Cavill nodded before saying earnestly, "News that you're at the Hunting Plains has

already been spread around everywhere. Someone issued a bounty. Anyone who notices where you are will be rewarded with

fifty million spirit crystals if they report it."

After he said that, he hurriedly added, "Don't worry, I won't betray you! You're my savior. If nothing else, I am someone who

knows right from wrong! Otherwise, I wouldn't have told you about it!"

Hearing this, Jack nodded.

He trusted Cavill's character. However, Jack did not really care even if Cavill reported Jack's location to those people. After all,

Jack would not be there for that long.

Lourain started to panic a little.

He looked up at Jack seriously, "Those dogs really know we're here? They even offered a reward!"

Cavill sighed before he added, "You don't have to worry so much. Even though the bounty has been announced, most warriors

won't entertain them. After all, they've done so many shameless and despicable things. Most warriors are just too wary of them!"

In the Toman Battlefield, they had plotted to have everyone kill one another. In the end, they never gave the rewards they

promised, and the regular warriors suffered great losses. Even though most warriors were not united, they were smart enough to

not fall for the same thing.

Cavill said, "They're just treating all of us as their toys. They do whatever they please. Even in the Hunting Plains, they haven't

really let the regular warriors off."

"They've sent a lot of their subordinates to lay in hiding. The moment they see any valuable rewards that any beasts drop, they

will immediately try to steal it. It's just completely shameless at this point."

As he said that, Cavill felt a surge of anger in his heart. Those shameless and despicable bastards were crossing the line more

and more. They used their skills to run all over the innocent!
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